Non-attendance for health care is a common and expensive problem. '-3 Ideally, a recruitment method should combine high compliance (the proportion of invited patients who attend) with a high attendance rate (the proportion of appointment slots used or slot coverage rate). We have suggested that a recruitment method combining open invitations with confirmable reminders achieves this.3 We compared this suggestion with a standard appointment method4 within a regional programme for osteoporosis.
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Methods and results
Methods were similar to those of our first study.3 Women were randomly recruited to screening by one of two methods.
Standard method-The initial letter offered a specific (fixed) appointment. The compliance between methods (3%) was not significant (95% confidence interval for the difference -3% to 9%). However, the improved method achieved a slot coverage rate 18% higher than the standard method (12.7% to 21-77% 
Comment
Non-attendance has important resource implications for screening programmes. Response rates to breast screening can be as low as 50%, resulting in substantial wasting of resources.' However, our results show that a recruitment method combining an open invitation with a confirmable reminder achieves high compliance at lower cost. We also tested a recruitment method that combined an initial confirmable invitation followed by an open reminder. This combination, however, resulted in worse compliance and greater wasting of resources than occurred with the standard method.
By combining open invitations with confirmable reminders screening programmes could be offered to larger populations, thereby detecting more disease within current resources. 
